I: The Course

The big question for this course is what is schooling for in modern society? Conventional sociological studies have concluded that schooling affects socialization, discovery of new knowledge, and economic opportunity. These arguments seem so simple and rational. Then, why are some people powerless and not well off. There still seems to be great inequality among people with education. Are some of them unlucky? What has education done for them?

Contrary to these conventional arguments about schooling, inequality is fostered by the lack of access to cultural resources and proper institutional ties. Further, one’s success in education is influenced by access to these resources and networks. How does schooling perform these reproductive functions? While this course presents a variety of sociological perspectives of schooling, it focuses on the idea that schooling in modern society relates to cultural functions. These are some of our central questions for the course. Throughout the term, we will debate these questions and try to seek some useful explanations for the nature of cultural and value functions of the school and schooling.

The general format of the course will be based on lectures followed by discussions. The class will be divided into several groups (depending on the size of the class) and each will lead substantive discussions on the basis of reading assignments. Students are encouraged to follow assignments for each session and contribute to class discussion. Each student will be asked to lead at least two (or more) discussion sessions focusing on the assigned readings.

II. Requirements for the Course
There will be a mid-semester examination on October 18 (due on October 25) and a final examination that will be given at the end of the term, December 6 (due on December 13). Both examinations are take-home assignments. Your grade will be based on 40% from the mid-semester work and 40% from the final examination. Your class participation is important and that will contribute to your final grade up to 20%. The general format of these examinations will be discussed at the first meeting of the semester.

Doctoral level students who are interested in research issues in the sociology education may negotiate to write a paper for the course instead of taking two take-home examinations.

III. Textbooks


Note: This is a course pack reproduced by the BC Press and will be available at the bookstore.


Note: A copy of these textbooks is also reserved at the ERC Library of Campion Hall.

Please note that the items listed below with (*) are available at the reserve room of the O’Neill Library. You may retrieve these items electronically. More information about this will be discussed in class.

IV. Topics for the Course

1. Introductory remarks (September 6)
   Requirements for the course, textbooks, and other logistics related to the course. Group assignments will be presented. An introduction to the course with a summary of major propositions in the sociology of education.

2. Review of major perspectives in the sociology of education (September 6-13)

Readings:


S. Bowles and H. Gintis, Schooling in Capitalist America, 3-44, 53-124, 149-288. This is available at the bookstore as a BC Course Pack.


3. The Formal and “Hidden System” in School: Rules, Curriculum, Texts and Language (September 20)

What really happens in school? How do school norms influence self-perceptions of students?
How does the curriculum function in contemporary schools?
How do textbooks reflect an ideology that represents the interests of dominant social groups?
Do linguistic forms, symbols, and other expressive means affect inequality in education?

Readings:


4. Culture of Poverty and Entrapment: A Sociological Analysis of Schooling (September 27–October 4)

Why are some children trapped in the culture of poverty? There is a sense of equality of innocence among children, but there seems to be deep inequality of schooling. What are some structural reasons for such inequality? How does the culture of poverty reproduce itself over generations? How does poverty relate to education?

Readings:


5. Stratification within school (October 4 – October 12)

How do schools generate caste-like status groups among students? Who fits in and who stands out in school? How is power distributed in school? How do consumerism and capitalism influence an informal status system school? Discuss a cultural form of inequality in school?

Readings (for two weeks):


Introduction, Chapter 1 and 2.

Part II and Part III.

Part IV and Appendix 1.

MID-SEMESTER PAPER (due on October 19)

6. Stratification within school (October 19)
How does the organization of classroom generate a stratification system?
What is “classroom tracking” in school and how does that work?
How does one observe stratification between schools?

Readings:


7. Schooling and the reproduction of social class (October 25 – November 1)

Contrary to the view that schooling as morally consensual and socially integrative, how does schooling pose class conflict and the oppression of others? Does social class make any differences in schooling? How does the culture of social class explain the behavior of youths with respect to the school authority? How does schooling shape different life styles and lead to different cultural consequences?

Readings (for two weeks):

Paul Willis, Learning to Labor, the entire book except chapters 7 and 8.


8. Schooling and reproduction of the elite (November 8)
How does schooling prepare students for power and privilege by tracking students according to status origins? What does “prep crucible” mean? How does that affect students’ life pathways after schooling?

Readings:


9. Meritocracy in transformation (November 15)

While the old meritocratic machinery is changing, do prestigious institutions substitute the role of reproduction of privileged groups? What happens to class origins, ability, and test performances? Do character and leadership matter for elite schooling?

Readings:


10. Schooling and stratification in the comparative context (November 29 – December 6)

What does inequality in education mean in Japan? How does history define this? Why are high schools so important to Japanese society? Does high school function as the moral community in Japan? How does the culture of examination systems in Japan shape social norms and lives of children? How do modern societies use examination systems to bring about educational reforms?

Readings (for two weeks):


11. Summary (December 6)

Why does schooling matter in modern society? How can society solve persistent inequality problems? What are the lessons from these readings?

12. Final Examination paper (due on December 12)
Questions for “Life on the Mississippi: East St. Louis, Illinois”

4. How does racial segregation lead to an increased level of poverty? Explain.

5. How would you explain the thesis that an aggregation of individual poverty leads to a limited access to public resources?

6. Does the extent of industrial expansion cause racial segregation? What is your hypothesis?

7. How does the quality of schooling lead to social entrapment? Elaborate this.

8. Does the extent of social entrapment reproduce itself?
Questions for “Public Education in New York”

7. What does a fair competition mean? Does it mean equal chances for all for outcomes?
8. How does racial segregation promote a degree of distortion in the idea of fair competition?
9. How does education bring about a “landscape of hopelessness”?

4. Do large and wealthy corporations have a social obligation to support poor schools? Use the argument for liberty and social justice to bring out your point.